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By A Walker

CM Ck Cocks, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.In 1938, in the shadow of possible hostilities and long before he became renowned for
his pictorial guides , Alfred Wainwright decided to go for a walk. This was not just any walk: he
chose to walk over 200 miles from Settle to Hadrian s Wall and back. He wrote an account of his
trek, Pennine Journey, not as a guidebook but as a commentary on the life and folk of the Dales. In
1998, as close to the 60th anniversary as possible, A. Walker undertook the same walk and, like
Wainwright, undertook the walk solo. The sense of being alone became cathartic and inspired this
personal reflection. The account looks at life s trials and tribulations through the medium of 11 days
spent with his own thoughts, with no distractions to blunt the experience. The sense, from time to
time, of having his back to the wall found a great medicine in following Wainwright back to the wall.
Author: Yorkshire-born author A Walker s writing centres around the earlier works of Alfred
Wainwright, particularly his Pennine Journey, which he had undertaken in...
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ReviewsReviews

This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Reese Mor issette II--  Reese Mor issette II

Basically no phrases to clarify. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You will not sense monotony at at any
moment of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dor is B eier-- Dor is B eier
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